Allensbank Primary School
(Uned Feithrin/ and Nursery Unit)
Llanishen Street
Caerdydd/ Cardiff
CF14 3QE
Tel: 029 20619022
Fax: 029 20691629
Email: allensbankprm@cardiff.gov.uk

Dear Parents,
I am very pleased to welcome you and your child to Allensbank Primary School.
Choosing the right school for your child is an important decision. At Allensbank, as well as
ensuring that your child receives a quality education, we pride ourselves in providing a
very caring and welcoming community where staff place a high emphasis on the wellbeing
of their pupils.

A good primary school education is critical for your child. Values and attitudes are formed
and an enormous amount is learnt. We aim to provide a stimulating learning environment
whilst catering for the needs of every child.
An important part of our school community is the provision we offer, through two Resource
Base Classes, for children with Speech, Language and Communication difficulties. These
pupils are a part of our school in every sense and further enrich our diverse school
community.
Your partnership in supporting your child to achieve their potential is greatly valued and we
ask for your support to achieve this. We look forward to welcoming you and working
together for the benefit of your children.
Yours sincerely
Miss J Drogan
Headteacher

School Contact Details
Allensbank Primary School
Llanishen a Street, Gabalfa, CARDIFF. CF13 3QE
Tel: 029 20619022
Fax:029 20691629
E-mail: allensbankprm@cardiff.gov.uk
Website: www.allensbankprm.cardiff.sch.uk

Chair of Governors
Mr K Jacobs

Headteacher
Miss J Drogan

School Times
Foundation Phase
8.50am
12.00pm-1pm
3.15pm

School starts
Lunch
School ends

Key stage 2
8.50am
12.15pm-1.10pm
3.15pm

Nursery Times
Morning
Afternoon

9.00am-11.30am
1.00pm-3.30pm

Term Dates for School Year 2017-18
Term

Term Start

Half Term
Start

Half Term
Ends

Term Ends

Autumn

Monday
04/09/17
Monday
08/01/18
Monday
16/04/18

Monday
30/10/17
Monday
19/02/18
Monday
28/05/18

Friday
03/11/17
Friday
23/02/18
Friday
02/06/18

Friday
22/12/17
Friday
29/03/18
Friday
24/07/18

Spring
Summer

Admissions
Parents who are considering sending their child to Allensbank Primary School should
make an application to Cardiff Local Education Authority (029 20872929)
In any one-year should the potential admissions exceed the published admissions number,
priority will be given to catchment area pupils. Parents of pupils falling outside the
prescribed area are entitled to appeal against the decision.

Admission to Nursery
The Nursery is able to take a maximum of 32 pupils in each morning or afternoon session.
Children are admitted to Nursery in the term after their third birthday.

Admission to Reception
Children are admitted to Reception in the September after their fourth birthday. The
school has a Standard Admission of 30. Even if pupils have attended our Nursery, parents
have to re-apply for Reception places via the Local Education Authority

A meeting for all new Nursery and Reception parents is held annually in the Summer
Term.

Key Stage 2
Children enter Key Stage 2 in the September following their seventh birthday and remain
for four years.

Specialist Resource Base (SRB)
The school has two SRBs for pupils who have speech, language and communication
difficulties, one in the Foundation Phase and one in Key Stage 2. The SRBs have places
for up to 16 pupils with statements of Special Educational Needs. Provision of places is
organised by Cardiff Local Authority.

Mission Statement
Allensbank Primary School is a happy and welcoming school that is
committed to providing a friendly, safe and nurturing learning
environment for all.
The school fosters respect, celebrates diversity and actively promotes
high standards for all.
“Only Our Best Will Do”

Vision Statement
At Allensbank Primary School everyone works together to ensure that
• We lay the foundation for a love of learning through being committed to high
quality provision which enables the development of skills for the future.
• We have high expectations of ourselves and achieve our full potential through
a supportive, nurturing ethos.
• We have a safe, secure environment to learn in and take pride in the
appearance of both the indoor and outdoor learning environment.
• Pupils take responsibility for their own learning, working towards individual
targets and celebrating their achievements.
• We show respect and consideration for others within our diverse school
community and nurture positive partnerships with parents, carers and the
wider community.
• We promote personal growth by actively encouraging relationships based on
honesty, trust and respect.
• We take pride and confidence in ourselves as individuals and feel valued
within our school.
• We recognise the importance of regular attendance which enables all pupils
to achieve high standards.

Equality
At Allensbank Primary School we aim to provide a happy, caring environment in which all
children can feel confident and able to learn. We seek to foster an environment of mutual
respect and support between all staff, pupils, parents and carers and the wider community.
Our school is committed to eliminating any unlawful discrimination on grounds of Race,
Gender, Transgender, Religion or Belief, Disability or Sexual Orientation, Pregnancy or
Maternity, Marriage or Civil Partnership by creating an environment where every individual,
regardless of ability or background, is able to participate and is valued fully as a member
of the school community. Being opposed to all forms of discrimination and prejudice we
promote a positive attitude towards differences and expect respect for people of all
backgrounds.
Any language or behaviour which is racist, sexist, homophobic, disablist or potentially
damaging to any group will not be tolerated and will be challenged and monitored.
Information derived from monitoring will be used to plan whole-school strategies to
combat incidents. Information on identity based incidents and bullying will be shared
regularly with the LA to help actions to combat hate crime across the City

Access Arrangements
In line with the school’s ethos to foster an inclusive environment where all learners can
thrive and flourish we have devised an accessibility plan which is in place to increase
access to our school in the widest sense and ensure that teaching and learning is fully
accessible to all pupils.
This is an ongoing process, as different children will have different needs, but the main
aims are to improve access for pupils and prospective pupils with disabilities to:
· Access the Physical Environment
· Access the Curriculum
· Access Information

Developing the whole child
We aim to develop the whole child and value each pupil as an individual. We plan our
teaching to develop their knowledge and skills. We also know that each child learns in
different ways and as such provide a wide range of learning experiences. To further
enhance learning we also provide a good range of after school clubs.

Governing Body
Allensbank Primary School has a very supportive and proactive Governing Body. The
Governing Body is responsible for the conduct of the school within the broad framework
of the Local Education Authority’s policies. It is a voluntary body which meets regularly
and has an important role to play in providing the forum for discussion of issues
concerning the school including finance, building, staffing and curriculum. It plays a
significant part in developing with the Headteacher and staff, the aims and objectives of
the school and its community and generally supporting the school’s endeavours.

ALLENSBANK PRIMARY SCHOOL GOVERNING BODY
Chair of Governors
Mr Kevin Jacobs
Vice Chair
Mr Jonathan Rae
Teacher Governors
Ms. Gemma Parfitt
Miss Amy Simmons
Non Teaching Governor

Mrs Jane Higgins

Parent Governors

Mrs Judith Watkins
Mrs. Cheryl Wikeley
Mr Mohammed Ahmed
Mrs Ayla Cosh
Dr Kate Moles

LA Governors

Mr Jonathan Rae (Vice Chair)
Mr Paul Davies
Mr Kolawole Ponnle
Mr Stuart Davies
Ms Jane Morris
Miss J Drogan
Mrs Marion Morgan

Community Governors
Headteacher
Clerk to Governors

Playtimes
The children have two playtimes a
day, each lasting 15 minutes.
Playtimes are fully supervised by
members of staff. During wet
playtimes, children remain in their
classrooms under supervision.
The school has a playground
buddy system which operates in
the Foundation Phase and Key Stage 2. Children volunteer to support playground
activities at both playtime and lunchtime.

Playtime Snacks
We actively promote healthy eating and we respectfully ask all new parents to support us
by ensuring that crisps, sweets and chocolate are not brought to school as tuck. A healthy
snack is provided for all pupils within the Foundation Phase at a cost of £1.50 per week.
This option is also available for Key Stage 2 pupils.

Lunchtimes
Our school kitchen provides a choice of hot meal and sandwiches which are prepared on
site. Payments for school meals are collected on Monday morning so that orders can be
placed with the catering office. Correct money should be placed in an envelope marked
with your child’s name, class and the number of days being paid. Any cheques should be
made payable to Cardiff County Council. Should a child be absent, a credit for the
following week will be given.
Parents who are in receipt of social security benefits may apply for free school meals for
their children.
Sample menu

Packed Lunches
Provision is also made for those pupils who wish to bring a packed lunch. The school
operates a healthy eating policy and we ask parents to adhere to this when providing a
packed lunch for their children. We encourage children to bring fresh fruit, a sandwich,
yoghurt and a drink. Sweets, chocolate, cakes and biscuits are not allowed. For safety
reasons we ask for no glass bottles. No canned drinks or fizzy drinks should be brought to
school. Water, juice or low sugar squash are acceptable.
A team of experienced Midday Supervisors look after the children during the lunch break.
They work within the agreed policies of the school for care of the children, behaviour and
discipline. The Headteacher, Deputy Headteacher or another member of staff is also on
duty.

School Uniform
School uniform is available from 2 suppliers:
YC Sports, 80-96 Crwys Road, Cathays, CF24 4NP
www.ycsports.com
Safewear Cardiff Limited, Unit 1, Lewis Road, CF24 5EB
www.safewearuk.com
(online orders only)

All pupils are expected to wear uniform. This encourages a positive working ethos within
our school. Our uniform is both practical and comfortable and gives the children a sense of
pride and belonging. We ask that trendy hairstyles such as logos be confined to holiday
times.
All items of clothing must be clearly labelled with your child’s name on the garment label.
Jewelry, apart from watches should not be worn. Children with pierced ears should wear
only studs. If jewelry is worn it will be kept safely by your child’s class teacher and returned
at the end of the day.

School uniform
Grey trousers or skirt
Pale blue polo shirt (embroidered with
school logo)
Royal blue sweatshirt/hoodie (embroidered
with school logo)
Royal blue fleece(embroidered with school
logo)
Royal blue baseball cap
Pale blue/white summer dress
Black Shoes (no white trainers please)
Trainers should not be worn, other than for P.E./Games. For safety reasons, we also ask
that children do not wear shoes with high or clumpy heals.
P.E. Kit
Parents are also asked to provide a suitable change of clothing for P.E. and games for
reasons of hygiene and safety. All children must change from their everyday uniform into
shorts, t-shirt and trainers for PE and Games activities. All children will participate in the
PE and games lessons unless the teacher has received a letter from the child’s parents
explaining why the child should be excluded on medical grounds.

Arrangements for the general welfare of pupils
The class teachers and teaching assistants provide the day to day care of the children.
We ask all parents to complete a confidential form when a child starts school. This is
important because we need a telephone number where parents can be contacted if a child
becomes ill or has an accident during school time. It is also important that we know if your
child has any allergies or medical conditions. Please ensure that the school is informed of
any changes to your contact details (address, home/mobile phone numbers, emergency
contacts)
Should any changes occur at home which might affect progress or behaviour in school,
you are asked to inform the class teacher and Headteacher immediately so that a special
eye can be kept on your child. Likewise, if your child appears unhappy at school or is
having a particular difficulty with school work, it is important that we know so that
appropriate steps can be taken to remedy matters.
We have qualified first aiders on the school staff who deal with minor cuts and abrasions.
If a child has a more serious accident or becomes ill during the school day, we will always
try to contact parents so the child may be taken home or may be taken by parents to
receive appropriate medical attention.
All accidents which occur in school are logged. Parents will be informed if a child has
suffered any form of head injury.
Medicines
It is school policy that no medicines or tablets will be administered by school staff. Please
do not send any medicines or tablets with your child. Parents can come in and administer
medication to their own child. Children who suffer with asthma must have their inhalers
with them in school. They will have ready access to them at all times. It is essential that
these inhalers are clearly labelled with the child’s name and class number. We ask all
parents to follow this policy to minimise any problems that might arise. It is the
responsibility of parents to ensure that inhalers are within their expiry dates and to
replace inhalers as they expire or are empty.
If a child requires an Epi Pen, two must be kept in school, one with the class teacher and
one held centrally in the school office.
Child Protection
A child protection policy is in place at the school. All staff are aware of procedures and
receive regular training.
The Child Protection Officer for our school is the head teacher. In the absence of the head
teacher, the deputy child protection officer is Mrs Wikeley. Mr K Jacobs is also the child
protection representative on the school governing body.
Health and Safety
The school has a health and safety policy for the provision of all its staff and pupils, this
document is updated annually.

Attendance
At Allensbank Primary school, we give a very high priority to good attendance. The graph
below indicates the impact that poor attendance can have on your child’s education.
Each week an attendance cup is presented to the class with the highest attendance for the
week. Each term, certificates are also presented to pupils with 100% attendance.
All children with irregular attendance are discussed with the Head teacher and School
Attendance Officer (SAO). Appropriate action is taken following Local Authority guidance.
Monthly attendance figures are reported to the Governing body and the Local Authority.

6 Years of Primary Education
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Please notify us if your child is absent from school because of illness or a dental or
medical appointment. This can be done either by phoning the school office and leaving a
message on the telephone system or sending a note into school on his / her return. The
absence can then be classified as authorised.
No child can be let out of school without a note and a parent collecting.
In line with LA guidelines we have to insist that any child who experiences a sickness /
diarrhoea bout must be kept away from school for 48 hours after the last occurrence to
minimise the risk to other pupils.
Punctuality
School starts at 8:50a.m. Punctuality in the morning is very important in ensuring that
children and classes are settled quickly for their first lesson. As soon as the children
enter classes in the morning they start their learning activities, it is of vital importance
that all children arrive in class promptly. The co-operation of all parents is asked to ensure
that their child arrives before the school bell is rung. Any child that arrives at school
after the first lesson has started has to be brought to the school office and be signed in.
Punctuality is discussed with the School Attendance Officer and appropriate action taken.

Holidays during term time
Leave of absence for holidays is actively discouraged by the Welsh Assembly Government
and Cardiff Council. The school is unable to authorise any requests for holidays taken
during term time.
Fixed Penalty Notices (FPNs)
In some circumstances, the school may request that the Educational Welfare Service
issue parents/carers with a Fixed Penalty Notice under The Education (Penalty Notices)
(Wales) Regulations 2013.
A warning letter will first be sent if:





There have been 10 unauthorised sessions within one school term;
A child has been late (after registration has closed) on 10 occasions within one
school term;
Parents/carers have failed to engage in attempts to improve attendance;
The police have regularly found a pupil to be absent from school without an
acceptable reason.

A Fixed Penalty Notice will be issued if:



There is one further unauthorised absence within 15 school days of a warning letter
having been issued;
An unauthorised holiday is taken during term time (note that no warning letter will
be received).

Behaviour
The school behaviour plan consists of three strands




Rules
Rewards
Consequences

1.

Allensbank Primary School Rules
We always listen to and follow instructions straightaway

2.

We always keep hands, feet and unkind words to ourselves

3.

We always look after our school and belongings

4.

We are always thoughtful and respectful to others

5.

We take turns and share

The rules help to support the values we try to actively promote in Allensbank Primary
School.
Our Values
 telling the truth at all times


keeping promises, no matter how small



showing consideration for others



being polite and courteous e.g. by opening doors or carrying things for other
people



communicating politely with other people



self-discipline - taking responsibility for one’s own actions



looking after and taking pride in our school



promoting the good reputation of our school by always behaving well when
representing the school on or off-site



respecting and showing empathy for others. Treating others how we would like to
be treated ourselves.

Rewards
We value personal achievement alongside academic success and use every opportunity to
celebrate the many things that are part of life, both in and out of school.
Rewards in Allensbank Primary School include
 Verbal praise – this is by far the most effective reward a child can receive and all
staff strive to embed regular positive feedback to all children on a daily basis.
 Non-verbal praise – e.g. smiles, thumbs up etc. Again this positive interaction is
embedded in classroom practice and helps to develop children’s self worth and
confidence.
 Tangible rewards – stickers, stars, raffle tickets, merit points, these can be given
for anything positive a child does and is all about the staff trying to ’catch a child
being good’. Sometimes rewards are related to a specific area e.g. resilience.
 Certificates are presented to children for a number of reasons e.g. pupil of the
week, proud to present, outstanding piece of work etc. Certificates are usually
presented in school assemblies.
 ‘Golden time’ – This is a short period of time when the class have earned an
enjoyable structured activity for all their sustained good efforts.
 Referral – A child might be sent to another member of staff or the Head teacher for
further praise and encouragement and possibly a small tangible reward e.g. sticker
or quick note

Consequences
In years 1-6 consequences are dealt with via the ‘Good
to be Green’ system. This is a tiered system that
provides an effective way of promoting positive
behaviour in a consistent and fair way.
Good to be Green – Positive Behaviour Management System
At Allensbank Primary we have a system of positive behaviour management which is
called “Good to be Green.” This has been successfully running in our school for a number
of years.
It is a positive system because we catch the children being good and give praise and
awards to reinforce good behaviour. At the end of each week we celebrate all those
children who have been “Green” all week and there are also daily awards of ‘Star Learner’
and ‘Star of the Day’ given out in each class too, to reward good behaviour and learning.
Each classroom – from Reception upwards, has its own “Good to be Green” display. As it
is a visual display it is very easy for pupils to understand. It consists of a 6 step system as
outlined below:
Step 1
GOOD TO BE GREEN CARD (green card)
All children start with this card. The second step comes into effect if, after an initial
warning for poor behaviour (such as talking over a teacher, distracting others,
unwillingness to comply) the behaviour continues.
Step 2
WARNING CARD (orange card)
If a second warning is given, the green card is removed and the orange warning
card is displayed. A reminder is also given that another warning will result in a
yellow card.
Step 3
MOVE SEATS (yellow card)
If the child receives a yellow card they must move seats for the remainder of the
lesson. If the behaviour still persists after moving seats, the child is then given a
purple card.
Step 4 THINKING TIME (purple card)
If the child receives a purple card then they must move to another area of the
classroom or to another classroom for a short time. On re-entry back to the class if
poor behaviour continues they will be given a blue card.
Step 5
LOSE PLAY (blue card)
If the child has been given this card, it will result in the above consequence. If the
poor behaviour continues, a red card is issued.
Step 6
CONSEQUENCE CARD (red)
A red card will result in the child being removed from the classroom and taken to
the Head Teacher or a member of the Senior Leadership Team. Parents/Carers
may be contacted to discuss a way forward in order to restore good behaviour.
A fast track system is also used, whereby if behaviour is dangerous, potentially dangerous
or completely unacceptable, then the card system is not used and the child is removed
from the room and taken to the Head Teacher or a member of the Senior Leadership
Team.
At the beginning of each morning and afternoon session, the child starts with a green card
again and is given a fresh start.

Communication/Working together
A child's learning firstly takes place at home. It is
usually you, the parents, who are the child’s first
teachers and for most children you also provide
the continuous link throughout each stage of
education in your partnership with school staff.
To do the best for your child, we need your
support and your interest in the education
provided. We believe that children are happier at
school, and learn best, when there is
good communication between home and school
and where the links between the two are
strong.
As parents you will be invited to two consultation
evenings each year. The purpose of these
consultations is to discuss your child’s progress and identify next steps in learning.
Teachers may also have informal discussions with parents at the end of a school day or by
inviting parents in. This is a two way process and, if you have any concerns, you should
feel free to raise them with the class teacher initially or with the Headteacher. If you need a
lengthy discussion, you are advised to make an appointment at the end of the school day.
During the year you will also be invited to your child’s class assemblies as well as
performances at Christmas and other events such as Sports and Cultural Days.

Regular newsletters are produced to keep you up to date with all
events at school. In
addition, the school has a website and Twitter account which keep
parents up to date with all sorts of school information and events.
We also use parent mail to both text and email parents.

Allensbank Parent Teacher Association (PTA)
Allensbank has an active PTA. They organise social and fund-raising activities and over
recent years have provided support in funding IT equipment within the school as well as
supporting curricular and extra-curricular activities. Regular PTA meetings are held and all
parents are welcomed and encouraged to be involved.

The Curriculum
We employ a variety of teaching methods as we recognise that children have different
preferred learning styles. Children may work as groups, pairs or individuals and are
encouraged to be responsible and to take pride in their work.
Foundation Phase
The Foundation Phase curriculum is followed by all pupils from age 3-7 (Nursery – Year 2)
Statutory areas of learning in the Foundation Phase
 Personal and Social Development, Well-Being and Cultural Diversity
 Language, Literacy and Communication Skills
 Mathematical Development
 Welsh Language Development
 Knowledge and Understanding of the World
 Physical Development
 Creative Development
Other statutory requirements:
 Religious Education
 Sex Education
 Substance use and misuse
Key Stage 2 (Years 3 – 6)
The statutory Key Stage 2 requirements
 English
 Welsh
 Mathematics
 Science
 Design and Technology
 Information and Communication Technology
 History
 Geography
 Art and Design
 Music
 Physical Education
 Religious Education
Other statutory requirements:
 Sex Education
 Personal and Social Education
 Substance misuse and misuse
Skills Development
 Literacy
 Numeracy
 Thinking
 ICT

Organisation

The curriculum of each year group is organised by the class teacher in
consultation with subject leaders and takes into account the agreed policies of the school.

‘Success for All’ Programme
Early literacy skills are taught through the ‘Success For All’ (SFA) programme. The
programme is divided into Curiosity Corner, Kinder Roots and Roots.
The Curiosity Corner and Kinder Roots elements focus on the foundations of basic literacy
skills for pupils in Nursery and Reception through using an integrated approach. The
planning has been devised to meet the requirements of the Foundation Phase and
consists of thematic units.
The Roots aspect of the SFA programme has been carefully planned to allow for
progression in oracy, reading and writing. Teachers follow a structured framework to
develop literacy skills appropriate to the pupils and their level of learning.

English
At KS2, pupils (with a few exceptions outlined below) are taught English within their class
year group with their class teacher. English lessons follow a specified structure which
incorporates Handwriting, Spelling, Grammar and Punctuation as well as Speaking and
Listening, Guided Group Reading and Writing over the course of each week. English
lessons take place 9.00 – 10.30 daily throughout the school.
Mathematics
Our aims in teaching mathematics are that all children will: Enjoy the subject and study it with confidence and a sense of achievement. We do this
by providing opportunities, both inside and outside the classroom, for learners to build
on the skills, knowledge and understanding they have already acquired.


Develop a positive attitude to mathematics. This is achieved by extending pupils’
mathematical thinking through problem solving, using real-life contexts from across the
whole range of mathematics.



Be able to communicate mathematically, by expressing ideas fluently, talking about the
subject with assurance and, using the language of mathematics.



Achieve a high standard in numeracy and develop specific mathematical skills namely:






Solve mathematical problems
Communicate mathematically
Develop Numerical Reasoning skills through the mathematical range of:o Number skills
o Measuring skills
o Geometry skills
o Algebra skills (from KS2 onwards)
o Data skills

Apply these skills with confidence and understanding when solving problems,
accompanied by the quick recall of basic facts.



Understand the relevance of mathematics across the curriculum and in the world
beyond the classroom in today’s society.

Science
Knowledge and Understanding in the Science Programme of Study is divided into three
sections:
 Life Processes and Living Things
 Materials and their Properties
 Physical Processes.
In addition, children learn to develop their Investigative Skills through Scientific
Enquiry. Science is a way of thinking, of finding things out.

ICT
The school follows county guidelines on ICT. Pupils learn the skills
of word-processing, graphic design, data handling, spreadsheets
and modelling. They have opportunities to use and apply these
skills in ICT related activities in order to enhance their learning of
other curriculum areas and everyday life.
We have ipads in school and interactive whiteboards in every
classroom which are utilised to extend and enhance teaching and
learning of all curriculum subjects.

E-Safety
The school has a designated e-safety co- ordinator. An e-safety policy is in place to ensure
that all staff, parents, governors and children understand and agree the school's approach
to e-safety.

Welsh
Welsh is taught as a second language and the school
benefits from the specialist input of an Athrawes Bro for
direct teaching, consultation and advice. Children
progressively develop their skills in speaking, reading and
writing. In the Foundation Phase, children are introduced to
the language through simple phrases and sentences, songs,
poems, Welsh Stories and folk tales. Key Stage 2 Welsh
builds upon and expands the language previously
experienced by introducing more complex language patterns.
‘Helpwr heddiw’ is used across the school to encourage the
use of Welsh and to ensure that incidental Welsh is used
throughout the day. Children are also given opportunities
across the week to develop specific oral, reading and writing skills.
Curriculum Cymreig
Pupils are made aware of characteristics of Wales and the Welsh in order to foster a
sense of national identity. Opportunities are planned for across the curriculum.

Music
In addition to class music lessons, instrumental and keyboard
tuition is available in school from CAVMS (Cardiff and Vale Music
Services). A charge is made for tuition, payable to CAVMS, but
pupils share lessons to keep costs to a minimum.
The school has an active choir which participates in musical events
within the school and community. Pupils also take part in an annual
carol concert, plays and musical performances.

Physical Education
Physical Education is a part of every child’s learning which
helps develop an awareness of a healthy lifestyle. Children
participate in Games, Dance, Gymnastics and Athletics.
Older children participate in swimming and outdoor
adventure.

Religious Education
The school has no affiliation with any particular religious denomination. Contact with all
local churches and places of worship is actively encouraged. School assemblies are held
daily and led by teachers, the headteacher or visiting speakers from a variety of different
faiths. They are an important part of school life. Parents have the right to withdraw their
children from attendance at religious worship. The school, however, is not able to provide
alternative teaching for pupils withdrawn at these times.
The programme of study for Religious Education studies other world faiths in order to instil
respect for religious and moral values as well as a tolerance of, and interest in, the beliefs
and practices of different races and religions. We are proud of the diversity and cultures
within our school and regularly draw on them in our teaching and learning of world faiths.
As well as celebrating Christian festivals, we also participate in those festivals celebrated
by our multi-faith community.
Class assemblies are held regularly and parents are invited to attend these.

Art
Through painting, collage, I.T., textiles, clay and 3D work children learn about colour,
pattern, line, shape, texture and develop an aesthetic awareness. Children are given
opportunities to work with a wide range of materials and use the work of artists as a
stimulus for their work.

Design Technology
Design Technology encourages children to design and build structures, understand simple
mechanisms and use information technology skills to solve problems and complete
challenges. This work extends to using textiles, to design and print and to use their
imagination to work with and experiment with food.

History
History is taught throughout the school using a variety
of approaches. The history curriculum aims to support
pupils in developing a sense of identify through
learning about the development of the locality, Wales,
Britain, Europe and the World. It introduces pupils to

what is involved in understanding and interpreting the past.
The teaching of history is supported by school visits that help to bring the subject to life.

Geography
Children build on the skills they have developed within the Foundation Phase to learn in
Geography about their local area, the Cardiff community, Wales and the wider world.
Geography is an important link between the natural and social sciences and is a focus
within the curriculum for understanding and resolving issues about the environment.

Design Technology
In Design and Technology children are able to combine skills and
knowledge and develop their understanding of the made world.
They follow the cycle of “Planning, Making and Evaluating”. The
skills are separated into designing and making and the children
develop these skills through a range of food, resistant materials,
textiles and systems and control activities.

Personal and Social Education (PSE)
Allensbank uses the Social and Emotional Aspects of Learning (SEAL) curriculum
resource to support the development of the social, emotional skills of learners. PSE
encompasses all that we as a school do to promote the personal and social development
of the children. Planned learning experiences take place in the classroom when children
are encouraged to explore and discuss their feelings and attitudes towards a wide range of
issues.

Healthy Eating
We are a healthy eating school and have achieved accreditation for Phase 3 of the healthy
schools award. Eating well and having a healthy lifestyle is clearly really important. To this
end we do not allow sweets in school except on very special occasions. We promote
healthy snacks with all pupils being able to pay £1.50 for a fresh fruit snack at playtime.

School Council
The school has a thriving, democratically elected School Council of children from Years 2
– 6 who are involved in making decisions and organising activities in school.

Eco Committee
There is an elected Eco Committee who meet regularly
to discuss and act on any environmental issues in the
school or community. The school has effective links
with a range of ESDGC networks within the community
i.e. UNA exchange, Dolen Cymru, CILT Cymru, Really
Rubbish, Keep Wales Tidy and Eco schools.

Fairtrade Steering Committee
We are proud to be a Fairtrade school. Our Fairtrade steering committee meet
regularly to decide on activities that can be carried out within the school to
raise the profile of buying fair-trade products.

Sex Education
Sex Education is incorporated into the general school curriculum. It is always approached
with sensitivity. Appropriate and responsible Sex Education is an important element in the
work of schools in preparing pupils for adult life. Teachers respond honestly to children’s
questions, giving answers which are appropriate to the children’s age, experience and
understanding
The school’s policy for the teaching of Sex Education is updated and reviewed annually
with parents being engaged in this process.
The policy for the teaching of Sex and Relationships Education (SRE) is available on
request from the Headteacher. Parents have a right to withdraw their children from Sex
Education. If anyone wishes to do so, please discuss this with the Headteacher.

Additional Learning Needs Provision
Allensbank Primary School has a whole school policy for Additional learning Needs (ALN)
which is adhered to by all staff. The aim is to ensure early identification of children with
difficulties and to provide continuity of support for as long as is necessary.

At Allensbank Primary School we aim to:









enable every pupil to experience success
promote individual confidence and a positive attitude
ensure that all pupils, whatever their special educational needs, receive appropriate
educational provision through a broad and balanced curriculum that is relevant and
differentiated, and that demonstrates coherence and progression in learning
give pupils with ALN equal opportunities to take part in all aspects of the school’s
provision, as far as is appropriate
identify, assess, record and regularly review pupils’ progress and needs
involve parents/carers in planning and supporting at all stages of their children’s
development
work collaboratively with parents, other professionals and support services
ensure that the responsibility held by all staff and governors for ALN is implemented
and maintained.

The progress of all children is continually tracked and monitored in order to identify any
that may need extra support for either a short or a more extended period of time. The
needs of pupils will be met through a Graduated Response to provision for all pupils
identified as having Additional Learning Needs. Class organisation and teaching are
adjusted to meet those needs and to ensure that every child has equal access to the
curriculum.

A register of provision is kept of all ALN children for whom special provision is made in line
with the Code of Practice. Additional support may be given by trained members of staff
either individually or in small groups withdrawn from the class to follow Individual
Education Plans (IEPs) or to engage in support interventions. Progress of these children is
monitored by the ALN Co-ordinator (ALNCO) in consultation with class teachers, parents
and appropriate outside agencies.
A member of the Governing Body is named as a link Governor with responsibility for,
Special Needs.

Homework
In the Foundation Phase a variety of homework activities are set. We encourage the
children to read by giving them books to take home to read with their parents. We give
guidance information to parents to help them achieve the maximum benefit from this time
spent reading with their child. We also ask Y1 and Y2 children to learn spellings or
mathematical facts as part of their homework. Pupils also have access to maths activities
online through ‘Active Learn’ and may be given homework which links to their current
context for learning.
At Key Stage 2 pupils may have Mathematics homework, linked to our learning within the
Abacus Maths Scheme, this will sometimes be set online and the pupils are set up with
individual passwords. There may be research-based tasks related to the Context for
Learning and weekly spelling lists and/or activities.
Your child also needs to regularly practise all of their times tables up to 12x and basic
facts.
Homework will inevitably increase in volume and complexity as pupils progress through
from Year 3 to Year 6. Please help your child to ensure they complete and return their
homework every week, presented to the best of their ability.
At KS2 pupils will have the opportunity to borrow books from their class library which they
may return and change as they finish.

Assessment, Reporting and Recording
Assessment means gathering information about your child and evaluating it. This is carried
out in a number of different ways
End of Key Stage Assessments
At the end of each Key Stage, in Years 2 and 6, children are assessed by their teacher in
Language, Literacy and Communication, Mathematical Development, and Personal and
Social Development (Foundation Phase) and English, Maths and Science (Key Stage 2).
Parents are notified of the results for their child and for the school as a whole in
comparison to Cardiff and Wales.
Literacy and Numeracy Tests
All pupils across Wales from years 2-6 complete literacy and numeracy tests each year.
The results of these are reported to parents.
Continuous assessment
Continuous assessment is carried out by the class teacher on a day to day basis, when
she/he records interesting developments concerning your child’s learning and progress.
This enables the teacher to decide how to move forward and how to give both you and
your child clear feedback about achievements. The assessments take many different
forms such the marking of pupils’ work, observations of pupils, the use of standardised
tests and involving pupils in simple assessments of themselves and of their peers and the
subsequent setting of their own targets. Collectively, these procedures help teachers to

identify the learning and teaching required to ensure a process of continuous
development. Teacher assessments are carefully recorded and analysed.

Parental Consultations and School Reports
End of year reports are provided which detail each child’s progress and identify targets for
improvement. Parents have the opportunity to discuss their child’s progress on an
individual level with the class teacher during parental consultation meetings. However,
teachers are happy to discuss concerns at any time during the school year providing that a
prior appointment is made via the school clerk.

School Visits and Visitors
Educational visits enhance learning and add another dimension to a child’s learning.
Various school visits are, therefore, planned as part of the curriculum we offer. They may
include visits to museums, historical sites, places of worship or geographical locations
studied.
Parents’ permission for such visits is sought and risk assessments are carried out by our
experienced staff in advance of any visit.

Charging for School Visits
All education during school hours is free and we do not
charge for any activity undertaken as part of the National
Curriculum. However, when organising additional
activities to enrich the curriculum, the school invites
parents to contribute to the cost. For residential trips
which tend to be more costly, we offer parents the
opportunity to pay in regular instalments over the school
year. All contributions are voluntary and costs are
sometimes subsidised by funds raised by the PTA.
However, if parental contributions are insufficient, the event may have to be cancelled and
we invite anyone experiencing financial difficulties to discuss this with the Headteacher,
with the assurance that the matter will be dealt with sensitively.
Transition
Our Year 6 pupils leave us to attend a number of local High School
settings. We have strong transition links with Cathays High School.
Cathays High School Peer Mentors visit Allensbank and our pupils
taking part in a range of transition events during Year 5 and 6.

Complaints Procedure
Allensbank welcomes any parents/carers into school to discuss any
concerns they may have. An appointment can be made via the school
clerk and most issues can be resolved quickly. In the unlikely event of
the issue being unresolved, parents/carers have the right to take the
matter to the governing body. The school has a complaints policy which is accessible and
includes the complaints procedure if required.
The governors sincerely hope that any concerns and problems can be addressed by
discussion with school staff and the Headteacher prior to becoming an issue for
the attention of the governing body. The first point of contact in the event of a concern is
always, out of courtesy, the Headteacher. If there are however, issues which cannot be
resolved then a copy of the school’s procedures on complaints is available at the school.

Complaints should be made in writing to the governing body via, Mrs M Morgan (Clerk to
the Governing Body)

Further Information
We try to make the information in our school prospectus as comprehensive as possible.
Under the Freedom of Information Act 2001, however, you may also, if you wish, request
information in the following areas:
 Governor’s Documents – information published in the Governors Annual Report and in
other governing body documents
 Pupil and Curriculum – information about policies that relate to pupils and the school
curriculum
 School Policies – information about policies that relate to the school in general.

